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Asymmetric dark matter (ADM)
• ADM as a solution to the coincidence puzzle 

    Cosmic coincidence puzzle in the energy cake:

    why dark matter: visible matter~5:1?

    Hints from the baryonic matter: our maximally 

    asymmetric universe today originates in the 

    early universe with tiny asymmetry

   


    Similar phenomena in DM?—the ADM scenario—

    DM obtains comparable asymmetry dynamically connected with the

    baryon asymmetry; only the asymmetric parts left for both. Then

    the puzzle is solved for ADM~5 GeV – predication of light DM!

without this asymmetry, the 
baryon energy fraction would 
be only ~10-8×5% after the 
normal freeze-out of           
annihilating, very fast
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• A closer look on ADM 

    The master formula: particle asymmetry & chemical potential 𝝁


• How to be an ADM? 

    1) carry a charge ➠ complex scalar or Dirac fermion, charged U(1)L?

    2) gain asymmetry ➠ common genesis 

        & transfer via establishing chemical equilibrium between sectors

    3) annihilate away ➠ available final states & a large cross section 


the Boltzman factor fb/f are 1 for a relativistic 
particle; otherwise they are greatly suppressed 

of concern for the GeV scale ADM

Asymmetric dark matter (ADM)

the concrete value is not important, as 
long as it is sufficiently large > a few pb. 
Maybe this is the core of ADM.
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Asymmetric dark matter (ADM)
• Nonstandard ADM 

    Heavy ADM far above GeV scale: long last equilibrium such that 

    it decouples when DM becomes nonrelativistic and fb/f (xd)≪1, so

    ADM asymmetry is suppressed and an accordingly heavy ADM is 

    required, says ~ TeV

    AMP, metastable asymmetric particle: DM (with negligible relic 

    density via conventional ways) inherits density from AMP late decay

  

  


    ADM without asymmetry: oscillating ADM, played in this talk ☞
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is not required to be ADM and AMP is freer, widening 
model building; with gravitino as a good example
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Oscillating ADM
• Arise when the DM charge is not exact 

    For example, pseudo-complex/Dirac particles


    The consequence of such a slight breaking term is the mixing 

    between DM and antiDM and a tiny mass splitting 

    In analogy with neutrino physics, flavor mixing between stable 

    particles leads to oscillation

    Therefore, fast oscillation would lead to asymmetry washing. If it is

    effective before freeze-out, we would recover the ordinary DM 

    scenario; otherwise, it only regenerates the symmetric parts.  


• So, when does oscillation begin?☟
an interesting application is 
explaining the cosmic ray 
anomaly which requires an 
anomalously large cross 
section ~1000 pb 



Oscillating ADM
• BE for oscillating ADM 

    Derived using the density matrix approach, treating DM and antiDM

    as two coherent flavors 1 & 2. The comoving number density matrix


    Consider the evaluations of the sum and minus of two flavors


    An estimation of the oscillating time scale
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the first two terms are 
those of the BE in ADM

the second BE is crucial 
because it affects Y-(x); 
in the limit of 𝞭m→0 one 
recovers a constant Y-(x)

the initial conditions are: 
Y-(x0)=η0~ηb, Yc-±(x0)=0



Oscillating ADM
• Numerical solution for BEs 

    The heavier snuetrino LSP can tolerate larger mass splitting




Oscillating sneutrino ADM from MLSIS
• Maximally U(1)L supersymmetric inverse seesaw(MLSIS) 

    Inverse seesaw explains the tiny neutrino mass origin following the

    symmetry principle: 


    Let MN as small as possible, then U(1)L is maximally retained; thus,

    in the supersymmetric version, sneutrino LSP is an oscillating ADM

    Direct detection requires a singlet-like (complex) sneutrino LSP 


    Mass splitting between the CP-even and -odd components of    is

MN is the source of 
lepton number violation

!v1

!v1

valid in the decoupling limit; 
as expected,           is good for 
decreasing the splitting

!θ → 0BM~ soft SUSY-breaking scale, so typically 𝞭m is not far from MN, 
so we need a very light neutrino to get a naturally small 𝞭m ⚡ ⚡ ⚡ 



• Initial asymmetry transferred from baryons 

    Primal asymmetry is assumed to be generated in the visible sector 

    by the well-known mechanisms such as baryogensis, etc.

    In the MLSIS, sneutrino establishes chemical equilibrium with the

    leptonic sector of SM. 

    Via the Yukawa interactions from the superpotential one arrives 


    Other equations follow those in MSSM, and eventually we have

Oscillating sneutrino ADM from MLSIS

symmetry transfer from baryon to lepton thus 
sneutrino ceases at the electroweak sphaleron 
process out-of-equilibrium temperature Tsp 
~100 GeV, thus using it here.



Oscillating sneutrino ADM from MLSIS
• Charge-violating-scattering washing-out 

    Snuetrino LSP is not the lightest particle under U(1)L, so neutralinos

    can mediate the DM charge washing-out scattering processes 


    Since neutrinos are relativistic, the scattering

    may be much faster than the nonrelativistic

    DM annihilating during freeze-out

    The condition for decoupling scattering before freeze-out


as long as neutralino can be at TeV scale, 
effective couplings below 10-2 are safe



Oscillating sneutrino ADM from MLSIS
• How to annihilate away? 

    Since    is dominated by the singlets and moreover MN & yN are 

    disfavored to be large, large annihilation for    requires extension; 

    we introduce a light singlet S with sizable coupling λnSNNc 


• Can it be embedded into NMSSM? 

    It is of interest to identify S with the one in the Z3-NMSSM

    

     

    Dynamically generations of all the mass scales, including the tiny 

    lepton number violating term, from the dimension-five operator

   

!v1
!v1

for TeV scale singlet VEV, it is naturally to obtain 
MN≪ eV even if the cut off scale M*=Planck scale👍



Oscillating asymmetric dark matter is not standard, but 
interesting & distinguishable (in indirect detection) 

It (~weak scale) naturally arises in the supsymmetric 
inverse seesaw models with maximally U(1)L

Conclusions

thank you!


